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Flexmort
Cuddle Cot

The Covercool
Cold Cot (Moses
Basket not inc.)

Organisations who support families with the loss of a baby (e.g. SANDS) and
The International Still Birth Position statement* state, “Parents can benefit
from spending time with their deceased baby, as they acquire affirming experiences and cherished memories.” The problem is that this contact is often
limited due to the baby’s deterioration as the baby is unable to be cooled
during this time.
Flexmort’s Cuddle Cot reduces the baby’s body temperature and thereby
delays this deterioration allowing parents to spend time with the baby.
The system allows the baby to be cooled in the maternity department, hospice and also allows the baby to be taken home by parents. The Cuddle Cotgives parents choices and options during a very difficult time.
The small cooling machine work by circulating cold water to a small flexible
cold pad which is placed under the baby. The cold pad reduces the infant’s
core body temperature through direct contact.

Storage case

Flexible Cold Pad

The Cuddle Cot is:
Small at just 27cm x 23cm x 13cm
Light (control unit is 3.8kgs)
Portable - comes in a storage case
Flexible as can cool in any moses basket, cot etc
Whisper quiet
*see www.flexmort.com for further info

Customer Testimonials - see www.flexmort.com for further information
“I think what you have done in developing this unit is a wonderful thing and as painful as this is, it does give
parent’s like me, some quality time with their baby, it certainly did for me.” C. Hinkley Jan 2012, UK
“We are proud to be one of the first hospitals in the country to have one...an amazing piece of equipment.”
Matron Of Maternity, Queen’s Hospital, as reported in The Burton Mail Oct 2011, UK

“The Flexmort Cuddle Cot was quite simply fantastic and exceeded all our expectations. It
preserved the body so well that the family were able to keep their daughter at home for the
whole seven days before the funeral. By directly cooling the infant, the system allowed the
family to grieve in a room at ambient temperature whereas an air con unit would have made
the whole room cold. I am so pleased we were able to provide this level of care at the most difficult time for
any family. I would have no hesitation in recommending Flexmort; we are now in the process of looking at
some of their other cooling systems to enable us to offer this level of care to other families with larger children. I can see benefits for Flexmort’s cooling systems for Hospice Care at home for all families.”

Flexmort Ltd

Tracie Dempster, Head of Care at chYps (UK Children’s hospice) Dec 2011, UK

“We had a family whose 15 day old baby died over the Christmas period - clearly a
very upsetting time for the whole family. The family could not bear the thought of
their baby being taken from the hospice to the Funeral Directors. We used the
Flexmort Cuddle Cot to keep the baby cool & have been very impressed with the
ease of use and the results. We were able to keep the baby at the hospice for an incredible 12 days using
the equipment, and the family were very grateful that there was no need to transfer to the Funeral Directors
Phone: +44 (0)8455 333561 at all. There is no doubt that the use of the system helped the parents cope with the bereavement.”
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Christine Forster, Service Manager at Naomi House (UK Children’s hospice) Jan 2012, UK
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